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“Brains”

“They have one thing you haven’t got: a diploma. Therefore, by virtue of the authority
vested in me by Universitartus Committiartum E Pluribus Unum, I hereby confer upon
you the honorary degree of ThD… That’s… Doctor of Thinkology.”
The Wizard to the Scarecrow: The Wizard of Oz (film, 1939)

The journey was treacherous, requiring sacrifice, and more than I could possibly give. A yellow
brick road of my own. This quest would be best described by a quote I learned from a very
special and encouraging teacher who often pushed me by saying, “with persistence, the snail
made it to the ark.” Her name was Miss Sherry and she taught at Long Beach School for Adults.
I’m not sure where she originally got the quote; but, it is so fitting for me and the way I carved
away at my education (in the scholastic sense; lord knows I earned my degree from school of the
hardknocks long before any college degrees). I was an alternative-school kid. I was kicked out of
any normative conventional school I attended and shuffled around the rotating door of alternative
education and probation schools. I’ve always been different and I go at my own pace—either
trail-blazing way ahead of the pack or trailing way far behind, but never blending into the herd
(usually way behind when it comes to school). My mom always says, “you just march to the beat
of your own drummer- that's all.” I'm a non-conformist and school has been no exception- yet,
here I am- current MFA candidate at Hunter College of New York.
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1.
I was a troubled youth: in-and-out of juvenile detention with multiple arrests and run-ins with the
law. I got high and fucked up. I ran with the wrong crowd- always in the wrong place at the
wrong time. I had a rap sheet three times longer than most kids I met in juvy. The other kids I
knew that had more than one file didn't make it out- often, they were shipped to foster homes
until finally being sent to California Youth Authority until they were old enough to go to adult
prison. Also, it wasn’t just me wearing the stripes- my entire family was ravaged by
substance-abuse and the justice system. We were working class, two boys raised by a
hard-working single mother on a legal secretary’s salary.

In the HBO series, Oz, a realistic drama about the lives of fictional characters in a fictional
prison, the characters are whisked away to the fictional prison and left longing to return home
like Dorothy Gale in The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. My childhood felt like a nightmare or dream
as a teenager because of my family going in and out of jail and my concept of home was
shattered. What a storm those years were- ripping apart my home and family- it’s no wonder I
wasn’t able to graduate high school. Most of the school credits I actually did earn were in juvy.

There was one benefit of being a repeat offender: I was able to make it all the way to advanced
art class. It was one hour every other week. I was able to get out of my cell and go to art class.
There was a teacher I'll never forget- Ms. Rosen. She was from New York and was very stern
taking no bullshit from the kids. She taught us how to make realistic looking portraits with just a
regular number two graphite pencil. This was a turning point for me because I enjoyed drawing
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portraits so much. I knew in my heart that I wanted to be an artist. So when I took this figure
drawing class, I was so inspired that I decided to go back and finish my high school diploma. I
graduated with an actual and authentic high school diploma from Long Beach School for Adults
at the age of 25. Miss Sherry would walk by and whisper in her library voice, “With persistence,
the snail made it to the ark.” Just like Scarecrow in The Wizard of Oz, I had brains all along
except now I have a piece of paper to prove it.

2.
During the time when I decided to drop out of school, I was newly hired at a grocery store and
assigned to work in the meat department. I was fresh out of juvy and barely turned 18 years old,
making me an adult and determined not to go to adult jail. I lived with my mother in a motel for
almost a year. While working in the meat department, I met a woman who became a lifelong
friend, Vicky Taylor. She became a guide and helped me, just like Glenda the good witch helped
Dorothy. She was one of the very few women meat cutters around because it’s a very gendered
job, soaked with hyper-masculinity. I remember seeing her outside in a blood stained white lab
coat smoking a cigarette. She recognized my passion for drawing. When we went on strike with
the grocery workers union, Vicky had all kinds of ideas and I drew the cartoons and we took
them down to the union hall to post on the walls for other picketers to see. Vicky, like the rest of
my coworkers, recognized my love for drawing.

I could draw before I could write. While most kids were learning to draw smiley faces, I was
drawing heads from the side and three-quarter profile with noses, ears, lips, and hair. Vicky said I
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reminded her of her son who is also an artist. Then, she took me under her wing- she said she
wanted to make me her apprentice and teach me the skilled trade of being a journeyman meat
cutter so that I’d always be able to find work and pursue my dreams of being an artist. I
eventually went to different stores and job sites because of doors that Vicky opened for me the
same way Glenda the good witch blessed Dorothy with an iridescent kiss.
At the very end of my apprenticeship, Vicky gave me her certificate to forge my own and turn it
into the union, and I’ve been cutting meat for grocery stores for the last 19 years of my life.
Nevertheless, another path presented itself during that time at the community college when I
realized: if I could take a meat cutting course with no high school education, then I could also
take a figure drawing course!

“Heart”
3.
“As for you, my galvanized friend, you want a heart. You don’t know how lucky you are
not to have one. Hearts will Never be practical until they can be made unbreakable.”
The Wizard to the Tin Man: The Wizard of Oz (film, 1939)

One of my favorite things to say to the people I work with is, “I was once arrested for carrying a
knife and now they pay me to carry one.” That’s part of the reason I relate to the Tin Man is we
both wield blades for a living- Tin Man chops up trees while I chop up cows, pigs, chicken, and
lamb- both of our jobs depend on the death of the natural world and both of us longing to feel the
love of another. The Tin Man’s problem was he kept cutting himself with his ax. I know this
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frustration very well working as a meat cutter and suffering the occasional slip up and slice
myself. My hands are too familiar with the sensation of microscopic sharp metal separating flesh
to reveal a layered canyon of skin, muscle, tissue, veins, and then the river of blood. In order to
work harder, faster, longer, the Tin Man acquired a new body made of tin to work without
accidentally cutting himself. This is part of the allegorical narrative representing the 1900s
industrial age worker who is exploited and oppressed by corporations and oligarchies who
control the money until the worker’s body is worn and the long hours take away their life and
moments to love.

My cardboard sculpture of the meat cutter was inspired not only by this narrative about the Tin
Man. Instead of tin, which was symbolic of the industrial age worker, cardboard represents the
contemporary material of corporations like Amazon, which ships packages directly to people’s
doors. Most of the sculptural materials were collected from the jobsite (except the hot glue). Hot
glue represents a magical bonder of childhood crafts that become memories of crafting with my
mom and retail therapy at the craft store. My mom would get yarn to crochet and also cross stitch
materials while I would get paint and anything to sculpt with like glass stones.

Amazon also owns Whole Foods Market grocery stores where I work as a meat cutter/butcher.
Jeff Bezos, the owner of Amazon, in my opinion, is like the wicked witch who oppressed the
munchkins under her rule. Her sister, the wicked witch of the West, enslaved the flying monkeys
who eventually devoted themselves to helping Dorothy get home because she killed their
oppressor. the wicked witch. As a working class person who rents my home instead of owning
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land, my body feels the pain and my heart feels the ache of emptiness, hence the hunched over
back in the figure’s pose.

4.
Everything was packed already. The plan was to get to Sedona before evening to see the sunset
and meet with my friend, Song Bird. I was dealing with heartache, trauma, love, and loss when
Lee Ann Womack’s music spoke to my heart like a guardian angel. Her song, A Little Past Little
Rock, sparked the inspiration and courage to leave the only life I’d known after a tumultuous
breakup followed by graduating with my BFA. My professors urged me to apply at schools
different from where I lived and grew up. Naturally, my crosshairs were set on New York City.

A conglomeration of events and circumstances swirled together into an emotional cyclone that
whisked my life away from everything I had come to know and love. Like the home of Dorothy
Gale (of The Wonderful Wizard of Oz novel by Frank L. Baum) swept all the way from Kansas
to the Land of Oz, I left Long Beach California and headed east toward New York City. Yet,
instead of a tiny Kansas home, my home was my pickup. A 2004 Dodge Ram 1500 with a hemisingle cab with two doors- limited edition- all black with a yellow stripe on the back. I loaded
my truck with everything important to me… until I looked like the Beverly Hillbillies, then I
chiseled the load down again narrowing in on belongings that were sentimental or for survival,
some clothes, plus some drawing and painting materials for when I arrived wherever I was
going.
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5.
A couple months after moving back east, I was notified Lee Ann Womack would be performing
in Brooklyn at Rough Trade. The venue was a record store with a concert venue attached to the
back- standing room only with maybe less than 100 people. The stage is about the height of my
chest; so, one would have to look upward at the performers if they were standing close to the
stage. Being a taller person and not wanting to obstruct the view of others, I stood about fifty feet
back from the stage. The opening act left the stage as Lee Ann Womack’s band was beginning to
fill their positions on the stage. A slow accumulation of instruments plucking gathers into the
dark and troubling intro of her song, Does My Ring Burn Your Finger. Clack, clack, clack. With
regal confidence, two bronzed legs in tall black pumps march straight to the microphone at the
front of the stage, short black sheer dress that had the sparkle of Glinda The Good Witch, and the
biggest brightest golden blonde hair haloed in neon pink and purple lights, and without hesitation
she belts out the lyrics, “When I gave you my heart, it was not what you wanted. Now the walls
say your name and the pictures are haunted.” I was euphoric. The sparkle, the glam, the hair,
smoky eye, and the detail of the shiny bronzed legs. I was stunned. Lee Ann Womack is the
truest queen I had ever seen.

I had to express this overwhelming feeling- fanatic love for Lee Ann Womack’s persona and her
music because I really connected with the lyrics- her voice so beautiful- her stage presence- her
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glam- I was painting myself in drag and trying to recreate a scene that conveys the heartbreak I
was feeling which Lee Ann Womack put into words. When a song says how you are feeling, that
dopamine or whatever your brain gets from it, how do you express that? Why express it? Finally
I realized… I would be like Dolly Parton. I would go back to being a kid when I would pretend I
was Judy Garland as Dorothy Gale, when I danced around the living room and memorized the
entire opening number of Kris Parker in the movie Adventures In Babysitting . I decided I just
need the courage to go out into New York and do drag and pretend I was Lee Ann Womack but
also Dusty Miller.

“Courage”
6.
“As for you, my fine friend, you’re a victim of disorganized thinking. You are under the
unfortunate delusion that simply because you run away from danger, you have no
courage. You’re confusing courage with wisdom.” -The Wizard to Lion: The Wizard of
Oz (film, 1939).
One of the reasons I started using drag as an outlet for artistic expression is to test my own
courage. There is a quote that I learned from RuPaul: “you can learn more from wearing a dress
for a day than you can from wearing a suit for a lifetime.” The true wisdom of this quote can
only be learned through experience- by going out into the world in a dress. This quote speaks
directly to the misogynist and oppressive cis-normative structure of a binary gender system. I
remember hanging out with two of my best friends and one of them had on his sister's dress and
was goofing around. As we were all laughing, my friend took off the dress and handed it to me
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and telling me it was my turn to put it on. I pushed the dress away laughing and said, no. I knew
from that experience I had a fear I wanted to face.

“Who is Dusty Miller?” one might ask. Well, I’d like to start with, “Why is Dusty Miller and
when….” I was in my late 20s to early 30s when the space dust and particles started to swirl
together and form this constellation of my alter ego/drag persona. The time was between
2010-2016. In the gay world, a cultural shift was happening- the Drag Race Baby Boom. This
spawning of drag performers/artists after the airing of reality TV competition RuPaul’s Drag
Race can be quite controversial because of many reasons such as: the show’s dictation and
influence of drag artistic conventions, the pay rates of drag artists, and the consumption of
LGBTQIA+ culture by heteronormative society… but that’s a whole ‘nother essay. Also, I like to
say ‘drag artists’ instead of ‘drag queens’ only because our understanding of gender has also
shifted with the exposure of drag in popular culture and mainstream media. As they say in bars
nowadays, “drag queens, kings and everything in between!” There’s a spectrum of genders
participating in drag and one’s drag persona can be any gender you like. That was the allure of
the show- watching the contestants receive praise and reward for gender non-conformity and
performance of queer gender expression- along with hearing testimony of their individual
traumas and experiences caused by their gender non-conformity because other queer individuals
who are isolated or feel isolated can see they are not alone and can in fact flourish by being true
to themselves.
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7.
My thesis project entails the construction of a pretend and surreal honkytonk blended with some
other obscure worlds and identities which I navigate as a complex, eccentric and queer
individual. The installation, as well as the paintings and sculptures in it, were created out of
specific, ready-made, and modified found materials, cardboard and hot glue. The installation
provides a space to be activated by my drag persona, Dusty Miller, through performance and the
tradition of lip-syncing music by popular culture icons and my heroes, women like Judy Garland
and country music queen Lee Ann Womack. In addition, there will be an open casting call of
Hunter MFA Studio Art students in a small series of curated nightly performances. The
installation itself will reference art historical movements ranging from Dada to traditional
portraiture, while carrying on the rich history of Drag performance and queer art.

The cardboard, paint, sequin, glitter, and other materials are all intrinsic to the embedded
meaning and narrative of the work. The cardboard was found at work and is intrinsic to my trade
as a journeyman meat cutter. The glitter and sparkly materials find their inspiration in Nudie suits
and glamorous gowns worn by queens on the Grand Ole' Opry such as Loretta Lynn, Connie
Smith, Tammy Wynnette, and the beloved Dolly Parton. Glitter is all just magical and beautiful
and reminiscent of drag makeup and feminine and gay things. The installation includes a stage
flanked by cardboard curtains and props such as a cardboard guitar made with butcher’s twine
for the strings and decorated in graphics cut out of cardboard containers of beer I have drank.
There is a cardboard microphone that is bedazzled with rhinestones and craft gems inspired by a
recorded Dolly parton concert where she pulls out a saxophone covered in rhinestones and tells
the audience how she spent the whole night stoning it herself. Decorating the walls of this
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cardboard world are paintings that include imagery that ranges from non-objective abstraction to
realistic looking portraits. The paintings are also doused in glitter and resin, used drag materials
such as false eyelashes, panty hose, fishnet stockings, costume jewelry, old makeup, and fake
fingernails.

“Home”
8.
“Then close your eyes, tap your heels together three times, and think to yourself, there’s
no place like home, there’s no place like home, there’s no place like home.” -Glenda the
good witch to Dorothy: The Wizard of Oz, (film, 1939).

Judy Garland, who played Dorothy in the first technicolor film, The Wizard of Oz, passed away
June 22, 1969. Her funeral took place in New York City on June 27, 1969 with over 20,000 fans
flooding the streets. The evening after Garland’s funeral, Silvia Rivera who is a transgender
woman and LGBTQIA+ activist went to the Stonewall Inn to meet up with friends despite her
hesitation due to mourning one of her heroes, Judy Garland. That night and into the morning of
June 28, 1969, the Stonewall Riots erupted and became one of the major sparks of LGBTQIA+
rights in America with Rivera as one of the leaders spearheading the movement. It was well
known in 1969 that Garland had a large following of LGBTQIA+ fans. A popular phrase used by
queer individuals to secretly identify eachother was “a friend of Dorothy.” The original book The
Wonderful Wizard of Oz repeatedly uses the word queer to describe Dorothy’s friends and the
land of Oz. My drag will often include ruby slippers as part of my look or a Dorothy inspired
color scheme, or simply puffy sleeves as a knod. Since I was only three years old and first
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watched The Wizard of Oz, I loved to dress up and pretend to be Dorothy by draping a hoodie off
the back of my head and down my back like a wig. Learning the impact that Judy Garland had on
queer culture was confirmation of who I was. I finally learned that just like Dorothy’s magic
slippers, the queerness and gender bending that held me back in life could also help push me
forward. I remember sitting at a bar in the village directly across from Stonewall where I had
been performing regularly and I looked up at the wall behind me. There was a big beautiful
headshot of Judy Garland herself looking over me the whole time. I felt like Patrick Swazey’s
character in the movie To: Wong Fu Thanks For Everything Julie Newmar, Ms. Vida Bohem,
when she looked into her compact mirror and realized a portrait of her hero Julie Newmar had
been watching over her the whole time. Going to bars in New York, doing drag shows, being
around other queer people, and knowing Dorothy was watching over me the whole time felt like
I was finally where I was meant to be: over the rainbow.
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